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Who we are and why we are talking about this? 

WE are Fundraisers

WE are Donors

We use or work on Fundraising Technology 

And

WE ALL HAVE PET PEEVES



The Donor Journey

Inform

Involve

Inspire

Invest
Identify

The Fundraising Lifecycle



WOW!

UGH!

MEH



Let us talk about our Pet Peeves!

The advertisements on TV with the puppies and 
the very sad background music make me very sad 
but they don’t compel me to give. 
I also don’t like it when my name is misspelled

I hate the mailings that come with labels or a coin 
in them. I KNOW they work, that’s why nonprofits 
continue to send them, but I don’t like feeling 
manipulated. 



What have you experienced as a 
donor that makes you say UGH!?

What is your organization doing 
that makes your donors say 
UGH!?

Discussion



Donor Pet Peeves
What are some of your pet peeves as a donor?

a. My name and gender are wrong 

b. I have no option to opt-out of a mailing 

c. The pre-printed amounts on donation cards do not work for me

d. I find some of the cards with puppies on them are trying to guilt 

me into giving 

e. I don’t find this email is personalized for me and what I have done 

with this nonprofit in the past

f. This does not tell me what they will do with my money

g. No Ask or Too Many Asks!

h. I did not receive a THANK YOU or I received one very late. 

i. I went to the website to give but the link was broken 

j. The form to fill out to donate was too long



The Power of Information!
What you see in this photo:

1. A delicious lunch in Bamako, 
Mali

2. Our fantastic Director!

What you DO NOT see in this 
photo:

1. Lots of paper and hand 
written donor information 
(you can see a folder sticking 
out of her bag)

2. Information we lost because 
it was on a computer and the 
electricity went off before we 
hit save. 



The Power of Information!

What you see in this photo:

Co-workers unexpectedly 
running into each other in front 
of an office building

What you DO NOT see in this 
photo:

The tension that followed as 
these fundraisers realized they 
were both there to see the 
same person for different 
reasons.



All donor history in one place - it is a gift!

IF YOU:

Capture all your supporter information 

&

Have real-time access to your paid and 
pledged donations from any device

YOU CAN

Be more productive at focusing on donations 
with the highest likelihood of closing

&

Get to know who your supporters are



Fundraise as One Team



The First 90 Days







Recurring Donations 

A MONTHLY OPPORTUNITY TO WOW!

Are you telling donors what the monthly 
giving value proposition is?

See the example from a Brazilian 
nonprofit that explains the value of each 
ask. 



Recurring Donations - Make it Easy!

We would love to hear about your recurring 
donations strategy. 
1. Brand your program, so that these donors 

know they are valued 
2. Social proof? Testimonials? What do you all 

think of this? 
3. Segmentation? Who in your donor database 

are a good candidates? 
4. Have a value and impact message 
5. Make it EASY!



Eugene Lovendusky
Individual Giving Coordinator

The Center



Data to Inform Strategy

Real-time changes 
allow for 
intervention

Gives key insights 
on how fundraising 
methods are 
performing to help 
guide strategy



What are two things you can 
improve in the first 90 days of 
your donor journey?

Discussion



The Last 60 Days





The Test
Two Groups, Different Results

6% 48%



Let’s talk about email best practices!

What do we mean when we say deliverability:

It refers to the various stages of an email’s life: the 
sending, receiving and opening of an email.

Emails in SPAM? Email Deliverability is 
key!

I recommend taking this trail -->



What can affect your deliverability? 

● From Field

● Bounce and Purge
● Manage Email Frequency
● Spam Filters



What are two things you can 
improve in the last 60 days of 
your donor journey?

Discussion



WOW!

UGH!

MEH



What are two things you will try 
to implement from today?

Let’s Share




